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Words: A User's Guide is an accessible and invaluable reference that is ideal for
students, business people and advanced learners of English. The book is structured in
groups of words that may be confused because they sound alike, look alike or seem to
have similar meanings, and this approach makes it much more intuitive and easy to use
than a dictionary. Contrasting over 5000 words (such as habitable and inhabitable,
precipitation and rainfall, reigns and reins), Words: a User’s Guide provides examples
of usage adapted from large national databases of contemporary English, and
illustrates each headword in typical contexts and phrases. This book gives you
straightforward answers, and helps with pronunciation, spelling, style and levels of
formality. For those working internationally it presents international standards and
compares usage in Britain and the USA. Words: A User’s Guide is an excellent
resource for anyone who wants to communicate well in written and spoken English. "At
last! A book about the use of words that clarifies and de-mystifies in an eminently
usable way. I would recommend it to anyone who wants to write well. It is a book to
keep." Sandy Gilkes, Head of the Centre for Academic Practice, University of
Northampton "Rigorous, fresh, intriguing and downright useful, it deserves a place on
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every properly stocked reference shelf." Brian Cathcart, Professor of Journalism,
Kingston University "From the pedantic to the permissive, everyone who’s interested in
the English language and the way we speak and write it will want a copy of this
practical, entertaining book." Wynford Hicks (author of Quite Literally and The Basics of
English Usage)
Arranged in sixteen musical categories, provides entries for twenty thousand releases
from four thousand artists, and includes a history of each musical genre.
"[A] tart, funny, lurid little bomb of a book. It's all p.c., of course, but not at all
predictable, and a lot of righteous information gets dispersed in record time." -- BUST
Magazine We were Guerillas before we were Gorillas. From the beginning, the press
wanted publicity photos. We needed a disguise. No one remembers, for sure, how we
got our fur, but one story is that at an early meeting, an original Girl, a bad speller,
wrote 'Gorilla' instead of 'Guerilla.' It was an enlightening mistake. It gave us our maskulinity. Ever wonder about the abundance of naked male statues in the Classical
section of your favorite museum? Did you know medieval convents were hotbeds of
female artistic expression? And how did those "bad boy" artists of the twentieth century
make it even harder for a girl to get a break? Thanks to the Guerrilla Girls, those
masked feminists whose mission it is to break the white male stronghold over the art
world, art history--as we know it--is history. Taking you back through the ages, the
Guerrilla Girls demonstrate how males (particularly white males) have dominated the
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art scene, and discouraged, belittled, or obscured women's involvement. Their skeptical
and hilarious interpretations of "popular" theory are augmented by the newest research
and the expertise of prominent feminist art historians. "Believe-it-or-not" quotations from
some of the "experts" are sprinkled throughout, as are the Guerrilla Girls' signature
masterpieces: reproductions of famous art works, slightly "altered" for historic accuracy
and vindication. This colorful reinterpretation of classic and modern art, as outrageous
as it is visually arresting, is a much-needed corrective to traditional art history, and an
unabashed celebration of female artists.
This title describes how civil war is defined and categorized and presents data and
descriptions for nearly 300 civil wars waged from 1816 to the present. Analyzing trends
over time and regions, this work is the definitive source for understanding the
phenomenon of civil war.
Both an expert and a collector, James Geary has devoted his life to aphorisms-and the
last few years to organizing, indexing, and even translating them. The result is Geary's
Guide, featuring aphorists like Voltaire, Twain, Shakespeare, Nietzsche, Woody Allen,
Muhammad Ali, Emily Dickinson, and Mae West, as well as international practitioners
appearing in English for the first time. But it is more than just a conventional anthology.
It is also an encyclopedia, containing brief biographies of each author in addition to a
selection of his or her aphorisms. The book is a field guide, too, with aphorists
organized into eight different "species," such as Comics, Critics & Satirists; Icons &
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Iconoclasts; and Painters & Poets. The book's two indexes-by author and by subjectmake it easily searchable, while its unique organizational structure and Geary's lively
biographical entries set it apart from all previous reference works. A perfect follow-up to
Geary's New York Times bestseller The World in a Phrase, Geary's Guide is eminently
suitable for browsing or for sustained reading. A comprehensive guide to our most
intimate, idiosyncratic literary form, the book is an indispensable tool for writers and
public speakers as well as essential reading for all language lovers.
The material in this study is covered by Myron L. Cohen on religion and family
organization in China; John R. Bowen on family, kinship, and Islam in Indonesia; Robert
W. Hefner on hierarchy and stratification in Java; and Nancy Rosenberger on gender
roles in Japan. Further material is provided by William W. Kelly on rural society in
Japan; Theodore C. Bestor on urban life in Japan; Stephen R. Smith on the family in
Japan; Doranne Jacobson on gender relations in India; Lawrence A. Babb on religion in
India; Owen M. Lynch on stratification, inequality, and the caste system in India; Laurell
Kendall on changing gender relations in Korea; Andrew G. Walder on comparative
revolution in China and Vietnam, Maoism, and the sociology of work in China and
Japan; Moni Nag on the comparative demography of China, Japan, and India; and
Helen Hardacre on the new religions of Japan. Other contributors offering information
through case studies are Hiroshi Ishida on stratification and mobility in Japan; Robert C.
Liebman on work and education compared in Japan and the US; Joseph W. Elder on
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education, urban society, urban problems, and industrial society in India; Andrew J.
Nathan on totalitarianism, authoritarianism, and democracy in China; Jean C. Oi on
mobilisation and participation in China; Edwin A. Winckler on political development in
Taiwan; Carl H. Lande on political parties and representation in the Philippines ; Clark
N. Neher on political development and political participation in Thailand; and Benedict
R. O'G. Anderson on political culture, the military, and authoritarianism in Indonesia.
The final chapters of this work include studies by Stephen Philip Cohen on the military
in India and Pakistan; Paul R. Brass on democracy and political participation in India;
T.J. Pempel on Japanese democracy and political culture, political parties and
representation, and bureaucracy in Japan; Han-kyo Kim on political development in
South Korea; and Thomas G. Rawski on the economies of China and Japan.
Everyone knows that members of the U.S. Special Forces are the top-shelf, crème de
la crème, A-Number-Ones, specially hand-picked people to train and serve as the avant
garde of the largest, most well-funded military on the face of the earth. But that doesn’t
happen overnight! There are special training procedures—over and above basic
training—that turn a swabbie into a SEAL, a grunt into a Green Beret, or a runt into a
Ranger. Collected here for the first time is official information on USSF: • Sniper
training • Reconnaissance • Intelligence and interrogation • Guerrilla warfare •
Nocturnal operations • Fighting counter insurgencies • And more! With hundreds of
photographs and illustrations demonstrating proven tips and techniques, The Ultimate
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Guide to Special Forces Skills, Tactics, and Techniques provides everything a warrior
needs to know to be fighter-ready and strong.
Over 300 full-color pages collected into a hardcover volume that explores the secrets
and strategies of Square Enix's NieR:Automata! Revisit the characters, combat, and
environment that enchanted players with stunning action and profound adventure from
video game director Yoko Taro. Discover the intricacies of Submergence City, learn
more about the characters and enemies with the Data Library, and master the Androids'
arsenal! Also featuring concept art and commentary, this second volume of the
NieR:Automata World Guide is a must have item for fans of the game! Dark Horse
Books and Square Enix come together again to present this adaptation of the original
Japanese volume, officially offered in English for the first time!
The Rough Guide to New England is the ultimate travel guide to this compellingly
historic region, packed with comprehensive coverage of every attraction. Honest,
accurate reviews, detailed practical information, new top 5 lists, insider tips and
illuminating photographs throughout will ensure that your visit is a truly memorable one.
Discover New England's highlights with in-depth accounts on everything from apple
picking and beachcombing to Yankee cooking and zip lines. Hike the Appalachian Trail,
or meander down country roads amid autumn foliage; savour New England's best clam
chowder, regional beer and blueberry pie; spot a lighthouse, or even a whale; and walk
in the footsteps of revolutionaries. Explore it all with our inspiring new itineraries, up-toPage 6/19
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date descriptions and stylish colour maps pinpointing New England's best hotels,
shops, restaurants and drinking taverns, for every budget. Make the most of your time,
with The Rough Guide to New England Now available in ePub format..
This unique guide begins by shocking us with future headlines such as Statue of Liberty
moved to Tokyo Bay & Pearl Harbor Memorial dismantled, then quickly jars us back to
the present by identifying the real cause of America's current gloomy business outlook.
The guide serves as an equalizer, teaching you in step-by-step fashion how to survive
the corporate reign of terror accompanying mergers, acquisitions & takeovers. Once
you have survived the reign of terror, it shows you how you get promoted in spite of itwithout stepping on others. Written in a humorous, easy-to-understand style, this book
is packed with more specific, useful business tactics & strategies than any other volume
of its type.
Steve Rabin’s Game AI Pro 360: Guide to Tactics and Strategy gathers all the cuttingedge information from his previous three Game AI Pro volumes into a convenient single
source anthology that covers game AI strategy and tactics. This volume is complete
with articles by leading game AI programmers that focus largely on combat decisions
made in a wide variety of genres such as RTS, RPG, MOBA, strategy and tower
defense games. Key Features Provides real-life case studies of game AI in published
commercial games Material by top developers and researchers in Game AI
Downloadable demos and/or source code available online
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Step into the boots of a YoRHa combat android and discover the world of NieR:
Automata from a firsthand perspective! 192 pages of art, lore, and exploration collected
into a fantastic full-color hardcover volume in English for the very first time! Whether
locked in open combat, zipping through the air on a flying mech, or bonding with nature
through the indigenous fauna, NeiR: Automata captivated players through a genrebending blend of action and adventure. Now, journey through this unique and ruined
world, discovering its each and every intricacy with the NieR: Automata World Guide!
Dark Horse Books and Square Enix present a faithful localization of the original
Japanese volume of the same name, offered in English for the first time! Explore the
world of NieR: Automata through maps, character biographies, short stories, concept
art, commentary, and more!
Gain experience of building a next-generation collaboration robot Key Features Get up
and running with the fundamentals of robotic programming Program a robot using
Python and the Raspberry Pi 3 Learn to build a smart robot with interactive and AIenabled behaviors Book Description We live in an age where the most difficult human
tasks are now automated. Smart and intelligent robots, which will perform different
tasks precisely and efficiently, are the requirement of the hour. A combination of
Raspberry Pi and Python works perfectly when making these kinds of robots. Learn
Robotics Programming starts by introducing you to the basic structure of a robot, along
with how to plan, build, and program it. As you make your way through the book, you
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will gradually progress to adding different outputs and sensors, learning new building
skills, and writing code for interesting behaviors with sensors. You’ll also be able to
update your robot, and set up web, phone, and Wi-Fi connectivity in order to control it.
By the end of the book, you will have built a clever robot that can perform basic artificial
intelligence (AI) operations. What you will learn Configure a Raspberry Pi for use in a
robot Interface motors and sensors with a Raspberry Pi Implement code to make
interesting and intelligent robot behaviors Understand the first steps in AI behavior such
as speech recognition visual processing Control AI robots using Wi-Fi Plan the budget
for requirements of robots while choosing parts Who this book is for Learn Robotics
Programming is for programmers, developers, and enthusiasts interested in robotics
and developing a fully functional robot. No major experience required just some
programming knowledge would be sufficient.
The life of Inti Peredo, guerrilla fighter, Bolivian Communist revolutionary, and comrade
of Che Guevara in the ill-fated Bolivian campaign of 1967.
Guerrilla Girls: The Art of Behaving Badly is the first book to catalog the entire career of
the Guerrilla Girls from 1985 to present. The Guerrilla girls are a collective of political
feminist artists who expose discrimination and corruption in art, film, politics, and pop
culture all around the world. This book explores all their provocative street campaigns,
unforgettable media appearances, and large-scale exhibitions. • Captions by the
Guerrilla Girls themselves contextualize the visuals. • Explores their well-researched,
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intersectional takedown of the patriarchy In 1985, a group of masked feminist
avengers—known as the Guerrilla Girls—papered downtown Manhattan with posters
calling out the Museum of Modern Art for its lack of representation of female artists.
They quickly became a global phenomenon, and the fearless activists have produced
hundreds of posters, stickers, and billboards ever since. • More than a monograph, this
book is a call to arms. • This career-spanning volume is published to coincide with their
35th anniversary. • Perfect for artists, art lovers, feminists, fans of the Guerrilla Girls,
students, and activists • You'll love this book if you love books like Wall and Piece by
Banksy, Why We March: Signs of Protest and Hope by Artisan, and Graffiti Women:
Street Art from Five Continents by Nicholas Ganz
Iran Country Study Guide - Strategic Information and Developments Volume 1 Strategic
Information and Developments
The Guerrilla Guide to Robert's RulesIn-the-Trenches Tactics for Getting Your Way
Without Giving Up Your ValuesPenguin
Three Latin American writers quote, dissect and review this character in a cultural
critique that combines analysis with humor and a relentless self-criticism.
A retired lieutenant colonel presents a behind-the-scenes portrait of the legendary
North Carolina camps where Special Forces soldiers are trained, outlining the infamous
Q Course where leaders endure brutal tests of strength, stamina and psychology.
75,000 first printing.
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Getting Started with CNC is the definitive introduction to working with affordable
desktop and benchtop CNCs, written by the creator of the popular open hardware CNC,
the Shapeoko. Accessible 3D printing introduced the masses to computer-controlled
additive fabrication. But the flip side of that is subtractive fabrication: instead of adding
material to create a shape like a 3D printer does, a CNC starts with a solid piece of
material and takes away from it. Although inexpensive 3D printers can make great
things with plastic, a CNC can carve highly durable pieces out of a block of aluminum,
wood, and other materials. This book covers the fundamentals of designing for--and
working with--affordable ($500-$3000) CNCs.
Build marketing momentum, outsmart your competitors, and win the long-term war for
mindshare and sales in 30 maneuvers—all inside, battle-tested, and ready to employ.
The Father of Guerrilla Marketing, Jay Conrad Levinson, and Jeannie Levinson,
President of Guerrilla Marketing International, deliver a no-nonsense, take-no-prisoners
plan to producing immediate marketing results without consuming your cash or wasting
your time. From delivering a powerhouse elevator pitch to mastering media, each
maneuver is a marketing mission accomplished.
The Encyclopedia of Gender in Media critically examines the role of the media in
enabling, facilitating, or challenging the social construction of gender in our society.
Discusses trade show activities, including networking, booths, presentations, and
parties.
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This guide offers you a step-by-step system on how to apply the proven 'Guerrilla'
strategies to the ultimate marketing weapon, the Internet. It teaches how to level the
playing field by gaining traffic to your website, convert visitors into paying customers,
and ultimately take your business to new levels of profitability and efficiency.
Master the art of wealth building, and make money the way millionaires do! There are only two
things millionaires have that you don’t: wealth and the knowledge to build wealth. But that’s all
about to change. Thanks to “Millionaire Maker” Loral Langemeier, you can develop the same
financial intelligence that millionaires use to create, grow, and sustain their fortunes.
Regardless of your income—and in as little as one year—the exclusive wealth-building method in
The Millionaire Maker can have you generating enough money to Quit your job and start doing
the things you love Control and then eliminate your debt no matter how much you owe Live
your life on your schedule—instead of your employer’s Loral Langemeier has already shown
thousands of people how to tailor her proven wealth-building program to their individual needs,
no matter what their financial condition—and she can do it for you too. As a hardworking single
mom, Loral developed a process of transforming her income into assets, and assets into
income that in turn created even more assets—something she calls the Wealth Cycle. Using her
program, you’ll learn how to build your own continually growing cycle of wealth by Engaging in
business ventures that generate passive income Substantially decreasing your tax burden
Forming trusts, corporations, and partnerships to protect your assets and create a nonstop
revenue stream You’ll also gain free access to many of the resources and investment advisors
previously available only to those who sign up for Loral’s world-famous Live Out Loud
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(www.liveoutloud.com) seminars and workshops. To live the life you’ve always wanted, all you
need is a sincere commitment to building wealth and a proven system to make it
happen—which you’ll find only in The Millionaire Maker.
The Rough Guide to Boston is the ultimate travel guide to this historic city. Seek out Boston's
highlights with detailed information on everything from Fenway Park's "Green Monster" to the
purple windowpanes of Beacon Hill. Spot the grasshopper weathervane on top of Faneuil Hall.
Savour the city's best ice cream and lobster rolls. Walk in the footsteps of revolutionaries.
Discover it all with up-to-date descriptions and maps pinpointing Boston's best hotels, eateries,
drinking spots and shops. The Rough Guide to Boston also includes two full-colour sections
documenting the city's zealous relationship with sports, plus a guide to Yankee cooking and
eats. For out-of-city diversions, there is an additional in-depth chapter on the beach region of
Cape Cod and the islands. Explore every corner of this engaging city with insider tips and
illuminating photographs designed to help make your journey a uniquely memorable one. Make
the most of your holiday with The Rough Guide to Boston.
The bible on Parliamentary procedure ... For anyone who has ever had something important to
say at their local school board or condo association meeting, only to be drowned out by others
who knew how to take control of the meeting-or were just louder-this guide shows how anyone
can get their thoughts and ideas heard and their agendas and proposals passed. Written by
professional Parliamentarian Nancy Sylvester, this book provides secrets, tips, and tricks to
making the rules of Parliamentary procedure a personal secret weapon. With The Guerrilla
Guide to Robert's Rules, readers will learn all the ways to make their voice heard- fairly and
ethically! * Written by the consummate Professional Registered Parliamentarian * Tips on how
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to play fair-and play to win * The perfect complement to Sylvester's book on the basics of
Parliamentary procedure, The Complete Idiot's Guide® to Robert's Rules
"This edition of the U. S. Army War College guide to national security policy and strategy
continues to reflect the structure and approach of the core national security strategy and policy
curriculum at the War College. The fifth edition is published in two volumes that correspond
roughly to the Department of National Security and Strategy's core courses: "Theory of war
and strategy" and "National security policy and strategy." Like previous editions, this one is
based on its predecessor, but contains both updates and new scholarship. Over a third of the
chapters are new or have undergone significant rewrites. Many chapters, some of which
appeared for years in this work, have been removed. Nevertheless, the book remains
unchanged in intent and purpose. Although this is not primarily a textbook, it does reflect both
the method and manner that the U.S. Army War College uses to teach strategy formulation to
America's future senior leaders. The book is not a comprehensive or exhaustive treatment of
either strategic theory or the policymaking process. Both volumes are organized to proceed
from the general to the specific. Thus, the first volume opens with general thoughts on the
nature and theory of war and strategy, proceeds to look at the complex aspect of power, and
concludes with specific theoretical issues. Similarly, the second volume begins by examining
the policy/strategy process, moves to a look at the strategic environment, and concludes with
some specific issues. This edition continues the effort begun in the 4th edition to include
several short case studies to illustrate the primary material in the volume"--Introd.
A user's guide for dismantling modern civilization.
The first documented, systematic study of a truly revolutionary subject, this 1937 text remains
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the definitive guide to guerrilla warfare. It concisely explains unorthodox strategies that
transform disadvantages into benefits.
(Reference). A clever resource for the ever-growing home recording market. The revised
edition is updated with a greater focus on digital recording techniques, the most powerful tools
available to the home recordist. There are chapters devoted to instrument recording,
humanizing drum patterns, mixing with plug-ins and virtual consoles, and a new section on
using digital audio skills. And since, many true "Guerrillas" still record to analog tape, we have
retained the best of that world. This edition features many more graphics than in the original
edition, further enforcing Guerrilla Home Recording 's reputation as the most readable, userfrienly recording title on the market.
Our language is changing faster than ever before, thanks to the influence of the media, e-mail,
the Internet and text messaging. Modern communications are breaking down distinctions
between formal and informal English, raising ever more questions as to how to speak and write
correctly. This fully updated edition of the bestselling Good Word Guide offers information and
advice on spelling, grammar, punctuation, pronunciation, confusables and the latest
buzzwords, and provides clear, straightforward answers to everyday language problems. With
a foreword by Martin Cutts, Research Director, Plain Language Commission. 'In every sense, a
good word guide' Times Educational Supplement 'This intelligent guide is an essential addition
to the bookshelves of all readers and writers' Good Book Guide
Doing data science is difficult. Projects are typically very dynamic with requirements that
change as data understanding grows. The data itself arrives piecemeal, is added to, replaced,
contains undiscovered flaws and comes from a variety of sources. Teams also have mixed skill
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sets and tooling is often limited. Despite these disruptions, a data science team must get off
the ground fast and begin demonstrating value with traceable, tested work products. This is
when you need Guerrilla Analytics. In this book, you will learn about: The Guerrilla Analytics
Principles: simple rules of thumb for maintaining data provenance across the entire analytics
life cycle from data extraction, through analysis to reporting. Reproducible, traceable analytics:
how to design and implement work products that are reproducible, testable and stand up to
external scrutiny. Practice tips and war stories: 90 practice tips and 16 war stories based on
real-world project challenges encountered in consulting, pre-sales and research. Preparing for
battle: how to set up your team's analytics environment in terms of tooling, skill sets, workflows
and conventions. Data gymnastics: over a dozen analytics patterns that your team will
encounter again and again in projects The Guerrilla Analytics Principles: simple rules of thumb
for maintaining data provenance across the entire analytics life cycle from data extraction,
through analysis to reporting Reproducible, traceable analytics: how to design and implement
work products that are reproducible, testable and stand up to external scrutiny Practice tips
and war stories: 90 practice tips and 16 war stories based on real-world project challenges
encountered in consulting, pre-sales and research Preparing for battle: how to set up your
team's analytics environment in terms of tooling, skill sets, workflows and conventions Data
gymnastics: over a dozen analytics patterns that your team will encounter again and again in
projects
This finding aid will help researchers interested in Japanese war crimes, war criminals, and
war crimes trials to navigate the vast holdings of the U.S. National Archives and Records
Administration at College Park (NARA). It will also be useful to anyone interested in military,
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intelligence, political, diplomatic, economic, financial, social, and cultural activities in the Far
East during 1931-1951, as well as to those searching for information regarding Allied prisoners
of war; the organization, functions, and activities of American and Allied agencies; and the
Japanese occupation of countries and the American occupation of Japan. While not aimed at
researchers interested in the strategic and tactical military and naval history of the war in the
Far East, this finding aid may nevertheless be useful to those with such interests, if only to
identify record groups and series of records that may bear on those topics. This finding aid
covers records from over twenty record groups and includes materials declassified under the
Japanese Imperial Government Disclosure Act of 2000 (P.L. 106-567) as well as records that
were never classified and those declassified before the passage of the Disclosure Act.
Because the process of identifying, declassifying, accessioning, and processing of records
under the Act is taking place as this finding is being compiled, late arriving records may not be
identified in this finding aid. Researchers should consult the IWG Web site
(http://www.archives.gov/iwg/) for a complete and up-to-date list of records declassified under
the Japanese Imperial Government Disclosure Act. Federal agencies involved in the
identification and declassification of relevant classified records ascertained that there were
relatively few pertinent records that were still classified. Most relevant records were either
never classified or were declassified decades before the Act and were already in NARA’s
custody. While this finding aid’s coverage is broad, it is not comprehensive. Researchers may
find other relevant series of records within the record groups mentioned or not mentioned.
Researchers are encouraged to use other finding aids and consult with NARA staff to locate
records of interest. In addition, the National Archives at College Park holds nontextual records
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(such as still photographs and motion pictures) that researchers may want to examine. Other
NARA facilities hold many records and donated material related to World War II, including
records related to the subjects covered in this finding aid. This is particularly true of the
Franklin D. Roosevelt, the Harry S. Truman, and the Dwight D. Think of archives as vast
mountain ranges of records with the archivists guiding the expeditions. Explorations on
familiar, well-trodden paths produce new perspectives when examined with fresh eyes and
imagination.
Reexamines Hemingway as America's modernist writer, and explores historical and
biographical details of the writer's life, as well as the unexpected dimensions of his
accomplishments and influence.
This book contains some 600 entries on a range of topics from ancient Chinese warfare to late
20th-century intervention operations. Designed for a wide variety of users, it encompasses
general reviews of aspects of military organization and science, as well as specific wars and
conflicts. The book examines naval and air warfare, as well as significant individuals, including
commanders, theorists, and war leaders. Each entry includes a listing of additional publications
on the topic, accompanied by an article discussing these publications with reference to their
particular emphases, strengths, and limitations.
Are you a manager who feels that you are blocking your team's creative potential? If so,
Dangerous Leadership for Innovation is the book for you. This practical guide to innovation and
creativity not only shows managers how to define and focus their team's creativity before
implementing their innovation ambitions, but it will also show how to nurture new creativity and
keep teams fizzing with engergy for innovation. The reader will learn how to use techniques,
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games and scenarios to help their team to grow, learn and succeed using innovation. This
book's personal approach to innovation and leadership combines beliefs, behaviours, skills and
capabilities to help unleash a team's creativity. The Dangerous books feature myth-busting
approaches to a range of business challenges, backed up with exercises and real-life
examples of how Impact's strategies have transformed the organisations they've worked with.
Thoroughly revised and updated, a practical guide to personal credit explains how to obtain a
copy of one's credit report, how to decipher and understand the report and its implications, how
to correct errors on the report, and how to protect oneself legally against credit abuse, identity
theft, collection agencies, and more. Original. 20,000 first printing.
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